
Advanced Physiology  

Introduction:  

Control mechanisms:  

Feedback control: 

 Negative feedback loop 

o Detects change (in any direction), activates mechanisms that opposed it, and 

thereby maintains relatively stable internal conditions and keeps controlled 

variable close to the set point (target) 

o Negative= opposes change 

o E.g. get to hot sweat, too cold shivering 

o E.g. receptors sense decreased blood vol control centre in hypothalamus 

stimulates pituitary gland to release antidiuretic hormone (ADH) kidneys retain 

more water 

 Positive feedback loop 

o Response enhances/exaggerates/amplifies the original stimulus, may exhibit a 

cascade or amplifying effect more you have, the stronger the effect 

o To be compatible with homeostasis in living orgs, should culminate until some 

counter mechanism breaks the loop 

o Without break out mechanism it results in death 

o E.g. blood clotting- self amplifying cycle leads to greater change in same 

direction, feedback loop is repeated- change produces more change 

 Break/tear in blood vessel wall platelets adhere to site and release 

chemicals released chemicals attract more platelets feedback cycle 

ends when platelet plug is formed  

Feedforward control: 

 Anticipatory mechanisms 

 Controls given parameter by means of anticipatory responses to known clues informing 

about expected change ahead of actual influence taking place 

 Motor control- predicting events, i.e. car coming when crossing street 

 Cardiovascular control before physical activity- athletes not completely relaxed before 

race, heart and CV system already working 

 Regulation of blood pH (acid-base homeostasis) 

o Cold blooded animals controlled by feedback loop only don’t have to move to 

generate energy, can sit and wait for food 

o Mammals controlled by feedback and feedforward mechanisms thus achieving by 

order of magnitude smaller fluctuations 

o Achieved by sensing changes in bicarbonate buffering system: when acidic 

products enter the bloodstream the CO2-carbonic acid equilibrium changes 

towards CO2 (buffer being used to neutralise acid) 



o Buffering system coupled with the body’s capacity for respiratory compensation, 

production of CO2 in circulation increases ventilation and promote loss of CO2 to 

the atmosphere until the excess acid is all exhaled 

o Regulation occurs before blood pH changes take place 

Language of the neurons:  

 Endrocrine system obeys nervous system, but nervous system also obeys endocrine 

system 

Neuronal excitability: 

 Types of potentials 

o Resting potential stimulus produced graded potential (cell body) may 

produce Action potential (axon) triggers synaptic activity info processing 

 Graded potentials 

o Chemical stimulus opens chemically gated sodium ion channels 

o Removal of chemical stimulus leads to repolarisation 

o Different chemical stimulus opens chemically gated potassium channels, causing 

hyperpolarisation 

o   
o 0mV- both sides of cell same charge, resting potential: -70mV polarised 

o Depolarisation- making it less polarised (closer to 0), repolarisation- making more 

polarised 

 Action potential 

o Positive feedback loop, all or nothing response, lasts 1 millisecond 

o Graded depolarisation brings area of excitable membrane to threshold (-60mV) 

o Voltage gated sodium ion channels open and sodium ions move into cell- 

transmembrane potential rises to +30mV 

o Sodium channels close, voltage gated potassium channels open, and potassium 

ions move out of cell- repolarisation begins 

o Potassium channels close, both sodium and potassium channels return to normal 

states 

o During absolute refractory period, the membrane can’t respond to further 

stimulation 

o During relative refractory period, the membrane can respond only to a larger than 

normal stimulus 



o  
 Propagation of action potential 

o Passive spread of current 

 In a bare plasma membrane, without voltage gated channels, as on 

dendrite, voltage decays because current leaks across membrane 

o Continuous propagation 

 In unmyelinated axon, voltage gated Na and K channels regenerate the 

action potential at each point along the axon, so voltage doesn’t decay 

 Conduction is slow because movements of ions and of the gates of 

channel proteins take time and must occur before voltage regeneration 

occurs 

 Further we are from location, less we feel effect of current if we generate 

action potential in body cells, how can we get it to brain?  continuous 

propagation 

 Voltage gated channels next to action potential activated (become 

positive) trigger new action potential in region next to it and so on, so 

forth 

o Saltatory propagation 

 In myelinated axon, myelin keeps current in axons (insulates), voltage 

doesn’t decay much 

 APs generated only in nodes of Ranvier and appear to jump rapidly from 

node to node 

Information transfer:  

 Action potential and synapses 

 


